
Japanese Cast-Iron Teapots
 

Best.-Nr. Name Beschreibung Bild Preis

63106 Japanese Teapot -
0,6l

Elegant classic beautiful pot with inside
enameled , black color with golden motive,
incl. Stainless steel strainer.

150.00 €

63200 Japanese Kettle Japanese tea kettle with a classic design
and shape that can hold 1.6 litres. Can be
used for heating water  The pot is NOT
enamelled on the inside and is not made to
brue tea in it. This traditional kettle  can be
definitely and WITHOUT concerns on the
stove! Even direct on the fire. A masterpiece
of Japanese craftsmanship.

349.00 €

63201 Japanese Kettle Japanese tea kettle with a classic
"SAKURA" design that can hold 1.6 litres.
The pot is NOT enamelled on the inside and
is not made to brue tea in it. This traditional
kettle  can be definitely and WITHOUT
concerns on the stove! Even direct on the
fire. A masterpiece of Japanese
craftsmanship.

395.00 €

63202 Japanese Kettle Has a classic cast iron shape. Since the
kettle is not enamelled, it can be put on the
stove with no worries to boil water. The
boiler can also be used over an open fire
(take appropriate precautions to avoid
injury).

179.00 €

62011 Tea Warmer Black; diameter: 11 cm, height: 5.5 cm. 45.00 €

63102 Japanese Teapot
Sakura 0.9l

An Elegant teapot, whose surface is
decorated by numerous cherry-blossoms.
The pot is enameled inside and with an
integrated stainless steel strainer.

160.00 €

63103 Japanese Teapot -
Kikko 0,6l

This classic beauty is available in black and
green. The pot is enamelled on the inside
with an integrated stainless steel strainer.

115.00 €

62015 Warmer The warmer is made of cast iron and has a
diameter of 14,5 cm.

22.00 €
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63104 Japanese Teapot 0.6l Provided in traditional form with pretty pine
needle application. The pot is enameled
inside and has a stainless steel strainer.

140.00 €

62016 Warmer The warmer is made of cast iron and has a
diameter of 15 cm.

22.00 €

62014 Japanese coasters Japanese coasters made of cast iron. The
max. Wide is ca.14,5cm and the max.
Height is about 13cm, with three 'feet' about
1cm long.

29.50 €

63105 Japanese Teapot -
0,6l

The model is decorated with vertical bars,
enamelled inside and has a stainless steel
strainer.

150.00 €
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